These are 5 of the hottest spots to hit in Asia for a true glamping experience
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1) India: Rajasthan

Sujan

Sujan started offering glamping experiences 18 years ago, is ahead of the curve. Its JawaI property in Rajasthan is where you get to spot leopards which walk right into the hilltop rustic temples of the area; and its Sheer Bagh camp in Ranthambore is where you’ll see wild tigers.

Both JawaI and Sheer Bagh have a minimal number of tents – Sheer Bagh has just 12, for instance – meaning that you’ll never be among a huge crowd.

Sujan’s design details are stunning, and the furnishings in each luxe tent make you feel as though you’ve stepped into a Ralph Lauren ad.

Sujan, which has a luxury camp in Kenya, as well as a palace hotel in Jaipur, is eyeing more openings “in and out of Rajasthan” as well, says Jaisal Singh, chief executive of the group.